All that you remember
Candice Hopkins on the collaborative work of Marilou Lemmens and Richard Ibghy

Marilou Lemmens and Richard Ibghy have a long-standing interest in narrative, particularly the way experiences are recounted and attain a level of coherency through the form of autobiographies, confessions, memories, or re-enactments. They are equally attuned to the idea that the act of telling stories (particularly those recounted from experience) inevitably embodies a paradox: experience can never be fully translated in its new form as narrative, there is always a slippage, things that can’t be accounted for, that are lost, residual, and left behind. It is in their carefully considered re-presentations of these narrative forms — their quite literal “re-instatements” — where the significance of their work lies.

Autobiographical stories the artists collected from personal interviews comprise the source material for the split screen video installation *All that you*
remember (2007). As is apparent in this and other works, they are interested in recountings of everyday life. At the beginning of the twelve-minute loop both screens appear briefly paused, on the wall one blue and one pink monochrome subtly flicker through the light of the projector. Then the voice starts. On the right screen words appear on each new text panel as they are spoken verbatim by a male narrator:

It wasn’t anything that they did / Your grandparents found fulfillment / As something that would fulfill you / Maybe it’s the thing that you are holding onto / Maybe guitar building isn’t part of it at all / You may not / You may not …

The background of each text panel changes colour and intensity with each new line and over time it becomes clear that the words are tracking, albeit in a non-sensical manner, backwards to ever-earlier points in time. Often it is at the moment when two lines come together in a seemingly linear fashion that any sense of coherence falls away and the narrative that unfolds becomes illogical once again. Meaning is found in the continued oscillation between clarity and temporary confusion, the imperfect and the non-linear.

Walter Benjamin expressed concern for what he saw as the demise of storytelling in an essay aptly titled “The Storyteller” from 1936. Benjamin, observing the first effects on narrative in a fully formed capitalist society, observed the rise of a new kind of communication enabled through early forms of global media, one that was supplanting traditional narrative forms: information. The central difference between “information” and “story” is that the former comes to us “already … shot through with explanation.” “It is half the art of storytelling,” he writes, “to keep a story free from explanation as one produces it.” Narrative is able to achieve amplitude that information lacks through the very potential for interpretation. Later, for Roland Barthes, it was this potential for interpretation applied to text through the active role of the reader that would account for his thinking around “Death of the Author,” an essay that proposed a radical reversal of hierarchies between the author and the reader in text, and through this, society.

The artists liken what they do to the tradition of storytelling: the process whereby “experiences — our own or those reported to us—get fictionalized through the very process of their telling.” In their works, memories, first individual then made collective through their re-presentation in text, voice, and image, create a shifting and cyclical space, which calls attention to how self-knowledge informs the construction of worldviews. In their re-presentation of seemingly ordinary individual stories (whether real or fictional) and those drawn from everyday experiences, their work emphasizes the potential collective and shared dimension of personal narratives.
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